NEW LOW Cost Math Curriculum Online
Curriculum eBook, Worksheets and Tests Online w/ Automatic Grading N Tracking

FAQs
Q1. Who should buy this LOW COST math curriculum?
 Parents who have very limited budget and looking for a solid, comprehensive and complete math
curriculum for a low price.
 Parents looking to SAVE 2 to 3 hours of their valuable time each week by letting the program
automatically grade and track student assignments (worksheets and chapter tests)
 Parents looking for a program that can create, assign, grade and track student progress so they DON’T
have to do it manually.
 Parents who are willing to use the PDF lessons provided in the curriculum eBook to teach OR students
who can read the lessons in eBook format to learn on their own. Video lessons that teach math concepts
are NOT included in this low cost curriculum.
 Parents who want to SAVE $$$ by not having to print lessons and worksheets but like to have an option to
print any lesson, worksheet or chapter test if needed.
 Parents looking for fun, colorful and engaging PDF lessons which makes teaching/learning Math a BREEZE!
 Parents looking to supplement their existing math curriculum to build mastery in math for their students.

Q2. What is the difference between this new low cost math program and other A+ Interactive Math
program online (Single Grade Level and Family Math Packages)?
This NEW $12 program is NOT the same as our other online math curriculum options such as Single Grade
Level or the Family Math Package. This $12 math curriculum is a NEW economical option for the families who
are looking for a solid math curriculum that does most of the work for them but have a shoe-string budget.
This $12 program DOES NOT include Video lessons and interactive review. Instead it includes the same
lessons in curriculum eBook format which are fun, colorful and engaging with lots of visuals and easy to
understand or teach. It also includes the worksheets for each lesson and chapter tests that can be completed
Online where it will be graded and tracked for you automatically. This is a HUGE time saver. It could save
you 2 to 3 hours each week. Also, included are the solution steps for each worksheet and test problems so
students can check their own work – you don’t have to show students how to arrive at the final answer. You
can also print the worksheets or chapter tests if you like.
Because there are NO video lessons in this $12 curriculum, you do have to teach using the PDF lessons but the
PDF lessons are fun, colorful and engaging which makes teaching/learning Math a BREEZE!
If you already have a Math Curriculum, you can just use the automatically graded Worksheets and Tests
Online to provide extra practice to master the math concepts. A HUGE TIME SAVER! A step-by-step solution is
provided for each problem.
Also, each grade level is sold individually.

Q3. Why should I buy this new Low Cost Math Curriculum Online?
This is a solid, comprehensive and complete math curriculum for such a low price. This is really the cheapest
math curriculum on the market today that does most of the work for you and saves to your valuable time
since it automatically grades and tracks worksheets and tests online.

This is a perfect curriculum for those on a very tight budget. You do have to teach using the PDF lessons (as
this option does not include the video lessons) but the PDF lessons are fun, colorful and engaging which
makes teaching/learning Math a BREEZE!
Also, if you already have a Math Curriculum, you can just use the automatically graded Worksheets and Tests
Online to provide extra practice to master the math concepts. A HUGE TIME SAVER! A step-by-step solution is
provided for each problem.
Here is what you get with this math curriculum:
 Curriculum eBook (PDF Lessons)
 Unlimited Worksheets & Tests (online or print PDF)
 Worksheets & Tests already generated for you or you can generate new ones with a click of a button
 Students complete worksheets and tests online or offline (print PDF)
 Step-by-Step Solution to each problem
 Automatic Grading & Tracking (online worksheets & tests)
 Easy to read and printable reports
 Parents can generate and assign worksheets & tests (optional)
 Available for 1st-6th Grades, Pre-Algebra & Algebra 1
Key Benefits:
 Easy to teach w/ Curriculum eBook (PDF Lessons) – Fun, colorful, engaging and easy to follow with lots
of visuals.
 Worksheets and tests with automatic grading N tracking – Saves you valuable time (2 to 3 hours for each
child)
 Easy to read reports – provide instant access to student progress (strengths and areas of concern)
 Use as the main math curriculum or as a supplement - Excellent choice to practice math concepts to build
mastery
 Plenty of practice to master math concepts – thousands of practice problems with step-by-step solution
 Easy to Use - User-friendly navigation will get you going in minutes.
 Affordable for ANY budget
 Accessible 24/7 with high-speed internet connection from anywhere

Q4. Does this program include video lessons that teach math concepts?
This LOW cost math curriculum program DOES NOT include Video lessons and interactive review. Instead it
includes the same lessons in curriculum eBook format which are fun, colorful and engaging with lots of visuals
and easy understand or teach. It also includes the worksheets for each lesson and chapter tests that can be
completed online where it will be graded and tracked for you automatically. This is a HUGE time saver and
could save you 2 to 3 hours each week. Also, included are the solution steps for each worksheet and test
problem so students can check their own work – you don’t have to show students how to arrive at the final
answer. You can also print the worksheets or chapter test if you like.
Because there are NO video lessons in this $12 curriculum, you do have to teach using the PDF lessons but the
PDF lessons are fun, colorful and engaging which makes teaching/learning Math a BREEZE!
If you already have a Math Curriculum, you can just use the automatically graded Worksheets and Tests
Online to provide extra practice to master the math concepts. A HUGE TIME SAVER! A step-by-step solution is
provided for each problem.
You may contact our sales team at sales@aplustutorsoft.com if you would like to upgrade to the curriculum
with the video lessons and interactive review.

Q5. If I already have a math curriculum, why do I need this math curriculum? How can it help me in my
homeschool journey?
This LOW cost math curriculum program is a solid, comprehensive and complete math curriculum. However,
you do not have to use as the main curriculum. You can use it as a GREAT supplement to your existing math
curriculum and save 2 to 3 hours of your time each week since it includes automatically graded worksheets
and chapter tests which provide plenty of practice to build mastery.
Using automatically graded Worksheets and Tests Online is A HUGE TIME SAVER! Also, included are the
solution steps for each worksheet and test problem so students can check their own work – you don’t have to
show students how to arrive at the final answer. You can also, print the worksheets or chapter tests if you
like. If you need to go back and re-learn certain math concepts, you have easy access to PDF lessons.
Use it as a main and only math curriculum or as a supplement to your existing math curriculum – choice is
yours!

Q6. Do I have to print the lessons and worksheets or can student do everything online?
This program is designed to SAVE you $$$ and your valuable time – NO printing necessary. You can do
everything online. The lessons are organized in a way where you can easily pull up any lesson on the
computer screen from the Table of Contents. You DO NOT have to print the lessons. You can simply read
through the lesson on the computer screen. The worksheets for each lesson and chapter tests can be done
completely online meaning students put the final answer in the program and the program will grade and track
the progress for you. No printing necessary.
This is what makes this program so economical – LOW cost & NO extra printing! However, if you prefer to
have lessons, worksheets and chapter tests in print format, you may print them from the program. Or better
yet, you may purchase the curriculum textbook and workbook which are available at affordable prices on our
website www.aplustutorsoft.com. Buying the printed textbook and workbook is actually cheaper (in most
cases) than you printing all of that on your own.

Q7. Can I print the lessons and worksheets for offline use?
Yes, this program includes lessons, worksheets and chapter tests in PDF format which can be printed for
offline use. Each lesson, worksheet and chapter test must be printed individually.
However, we recommend using the worksheets and chapter tests online so that they are automatically
graded and tracked for you. This will save you a lot of money in printing costs and time as all will be graded
and tracked for you.

Q8. Can I upgrade to a program with video lessons?
Yes, after using this program if you decide to add the video lessons with interactive review, just contact us
sales@aplustutorsoft.com. We will give you credit for this program towards our Single Grade Level Online (w/
video lessons) or the Family Math Package (w/ video lessons and access to all grade levels).

Q9. If I already have a math curriculum, can I use just the online worksheets and tests portion of the
program to supplement my main math curriculum?
Yes, absolutely. You can use this program as a GREAT supplement to your existing math curriculum and save 2
to 3 hours of your time each week since it includes automatically graded worksheets and chapter tests which
provide plenty of practice to build mastery.

Using automatically graded Worksheets and Tests Online is A HUGE TIME SAVER! Also, included are the
solution steps for each worksheet and test problem so students can check their own work – you don’t have to
show students how to arrive at the final answer. You can also print the worksheets or chapter tests if you like.
If you need to go back and re-learn certain math concepts, you have easy access to the PDF lessons.
Use it as a main and only math curriculum or as a supplement to your existing math curriculum – choice is
yours!

Q10. Can I check my student’s progress?
Yes, absolutely. You can login to the parent account and launch the math program. You will see an option to
view student progress reports. They are easy to read and all done for you.

Q11. Can I or my student go back and review each completed assignments and see what questions
he/she missed and how to do it correctly?
Yes. You or student can login to the respective account and launch the math program. You may bring up a list
of all competed assignments and click on the appropriate one to open it in a review mode. You may navigate
to each question and see if your answer was correct or not. If incorrect, you can even click on “View Detail
Solution” button to see how to solve the problem correctly.

